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—“THAT THY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”

VOL. VI.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1835.

fellowship of all that have been dedicated to him in ped and served the creature more than the Crea
tor—for this cause God gave them up unto vile af
the sacrament of baptism.
From the Religious Offering.
To the church, then, belongs, in regard to the fections—being filled with all unrighteousness,
WOODLAND EFFIE.
moral world, the same office for which the sun was fornication, wickedness, covetousness, malicious
ordained in the natural. Both were set up for the ness,-full of envy, murder, debate, deceit, malig
Whene’er the noble perish, they secure
A general sympathy; e’en nations mourn;
express purpose of giving light—and of giving, nity—covenant-breakers,without natural affection,
But oft in silence are the humble poor
light to all that are in the world, that their going implacable, unmerciful ; who, knowing the judg
Unto their long unbroken slumber borne.
forth might he from the end of the heaven, and their ment of God, that they which commit such things
Yet deem it not amiss, that I record
circuit unto the ends of it, till there should he noth are worthy of death, not only do the same, but
The dying hours of one in humble life,
have pleasure in them that do them.”
Unknown to general fame, whose only’ strife
ing hid from the light thereof.
Was to subdue herself, and serve her blessed Lord.
Such is paganism in the present day! Such is
Between the sun of the natural world, however,
and the church on earth, as the established means the paganism that covers with its darkness, and
She could not boast the aids of pomp of art,
Nor had fair science stored her pensive mind,
by which it is the good pleasure of God to shed binds in fetters of iron, nearly two-thirds of the
And yet she had a sympathetic heart,
the light of spiritual life over all the earth, there family of man !
To feel for others as herself inclined.
But is there no remedy ? I need not spend a
is this most essential difference. The light of the
But deem her not a child of vulgar mould ;
former originates in itself; but all the light of the moment before this missionary assemblage in show
The fount of genius oped and flowed within,
And oft in solitary' places seen, ,
.
latter is derived. It hath nothing holy, nothing ing that, in all the devices of man’s wisdom, and
She there did converse sweet with God’s creation hold. beautiful, nothing radiant that it hath not receiv all the efforts which mere human power could in
Oft went she forth in silence and alone,
ed. It is the mere reflector by which it is the will stitute, this dreadful wo can find but the mockery
With raptured eye and wandering footsteps slow; of Him wtio said, “I am the light of the world,” of relief. Nor is it necessary to show that the
Above her path the elm’s green arch is thrown,
to transmit his effulgence. Turned away from light which shines in the face of Jesus Christ, and
Around her gentle feet the wild flowers blow.
Christ, it is covered with darkness. Turned unto is revealed in his word, and committed to his
She lived in solitude, but not apart,
But with the tree and flower in converse met,
Christ, and occupying precisely the place, and church, is just the remedy, and the only possible
At early morn, and when the sun was set,
directed to precisely the objects for which he remedy for all the miseries, temporal and eternal,
And viewless spirits came, and whispered in her heart. hath ordained it, it becomes identified with him which the sin of departing from the living God has
She sought the vale, she sought the pleasant hill,
self ; so that the language which would seem to be brought upon the world. But to this one truth
The place for birds to sing, and lambs to play,
only appropriate to the sun, he applies to the sa it is of great importance io awaken the slumbering
Where one might hear the faintly dashing rill,
tellite, and the church, like her Lord, is called attention of Christians—not as one of any novelty,
Or from the brake the patridge start away,
“ the light of the world.” Still, however, it be- but as lamentably neglected and unfelt. That
And see reflected in the sun’s bright beam,
In here and there an opening of the trees
cometh her most humbly and continually to feel, while to the church are committed the duty and
That gently bow accordant to the breeze,
and glory .in, her absolute dependance; and, like the means, under the divine blessing, of enlighten
The deep and distant track of many a mountain stream.
the forerunner ofjher Lord, be ever acknowledg ing the world, it is ordained of God that the sav
And there, with ever strengthening glow of love, ing that she is not the light, but the mere “ witness ing knowledge of His truth shall go out to the
She watched o’er nature’s works and beauties wild,
of the light,” that all men through her ministry dark places of the earth through no other medium
And o’er them all came radiance from above,
than her ministry and ordinances and embodied
might believe.
And in them all a heavenly glory smiled.
Thus witnessed the golden candlestick in the holiness ; so that the whole blackness of darkness,
These were her study; she found teachers here,
And read in cliffs and brooks and trees around,
tabernacle—standing in the holy place, where no now brooding over the nations, must remain there
In every song, in every sylvan sound,
light could come, but such as should issue from its as long as the church remains in selfish inactivity;
The praises sweet of Him, whom heavenly hosts revere.
seven lamps; it represented the position of the and so that it will arise and pass away just in pro
The neighbors marked her pure and quiet mind ; church in a benighted word, where every ray of portion as the church, awaking to a sense of her
They call her woodland Effie, and comprise
spiritual illumination must proceed from her agen awful responsibility, and her eminent dignity and
In that loved name whate’er in woman-kind
Can charm the thought, and can enchant the eyes. cy. But however beautiful the workmanship, and privilege, shall arise and put on her beautiful gar
The very trees did seem to know her tread,
precious the material of which the candlestick ments and “go forth as a lamp that burneth.”
she passed her sylvan haunts along.
What the world needs first, is light. In the be
was made; and however excellent the substance
The birds'm a more happy song,
And buds and flowers did tfrop
Vi-advance on her with which the lamps were daily replenished— ginning, when the earth was without form and
head.
“
j the light was not in them, nor could it abide upon void, and darkness was upon the face of the deep,
iket»,vai a aron, the type of our Great high Priest the first step towards order, and beauty, and life,
There was at times upon her beaming face
A sadness, the result of serious thought,
had touched them wuv.
fire of "the altar was the command of God, “ let there be light.”—
But e’en her melancholy had a grace,
of burnt-offerings; nor did they continue to sTnnv A-"a now that an infinitely more fatal darkness
A lovelines, which fickle art ne’er taught.
but as the same typical priesthood continually re covers the earth, tliert cart ire no growtn or any
And oft her converse with sweet nature threw
newed their flame. So stands the church towards thing excellent among the Gentiles that know not
A kind, reviving pleasure in her look,
God, till “ He that commanded the light to shine
Which, like the sumbeam in the summer brook, the Lord—her light. Her raiment may be of
Illumed her pensive brow, and graced her eye of blue. wrought gold; the lamp in her hands may be no out of darkness” shall shine into their hearts, “ to
other than the primitive ministry of apostolic in give the light of the knowledge of the glory of
But blasting came upon that lovely one;
A sickness wastes her, e’en in youth’s bright days, stitution, filled with the pure oil olive ot the Holy God in the face of Jesus Christ.” This, lam well
Scriptures; but to rise and shine, as she is com aware, he can do without his church ; as in the
And dims her light, as fades the setting sun.
No more amid the blooming woods she strays,
manded, the glory of the Lord must be risen upon beginning he enlightened the world before the sun
No more she marks the lambkins on the',green,
her—the lips of her ministry, like those of the was created. But now that thef sun hath been
Nor spins the wool, nor at the close of day,
Prophet, must be touched with alive coal from the made to rule the day, we have as much reason
When shine the stars, and work is put away,
With maidens round the hearth, in beaut/ s glow is altar of the great sacrifice for sin ; the word at to expect to see the morning spread upon the
their mouths must be attended by the demonstra mountains without his appearing, as to behold the
seen.
tion of the Spirit ; and through their daily watch nations enjoying the suidance of divine truth,
Pale is her cheek, except a transient glow,
An ear/y victim, destined to the tomb;
ing and praying, and teaching, the whole member without the going forth of the church to preach
Yet peaceful waters through her bosom flow,
ship of the church must be so continually turned the gospel to every creature. Thus waits a per
And hope and joy upon their borders bloom.
And why? What gives this peace at such an hour? toward the will of God, and the grace provided in ishing world upon the faithfulness of the church?
What brings the smile, and fills with joy the heart? Jesus Christ, as that, like the face of Moses on Thus the whole creation groaneth and travaileth
It is Religion ! She hath chosen the part,
the mount, they may shine always in the beauty in pain, till the church shall vouchsafe to employ
The “better part” with her* ef old who felt its power. of holiness.
the endowment with which God has invested her
Farewell! she says, ye fields, whose colored dress
Thus, when St. John was in vision in the isle for giving deliverance to the captive. Such, to
Regaled my heart, and blest my curious eye;
of Patmos, he beheld, in symbol, the position and hundreds of millions of immortal souls, is the tre
I go to fields of greater loveliness,
duty, as well as the power and glory of the church. mendous cost of our every selfish and disobedient
Whose waters never fail, nor flowers die;
Farewell! ye lambs, whose sports I loved to see; He saw the seven golden candlesticks, as standing delay.
The Shepherd calls the shepherdess; his arm
for the whole church in the variety of her offices
We have now seen what constitutes the great
Will fold me safe from every threatening harm, and circumstances, but as appointed for the ex office of the church of Christ on earth—that it is
And as I watched you here, in heaven he’ll watch for press purpose of always giving light. He saw, no other than a great association, under a divine
me.
moreover, whence came her light. He beheld “in constitution, of the professed people of God, for
Farewell! ye birds upon the dewy spray,
the midst of the seven candlesticks one like unto the propagation of the gospel to every creature :
Whose pleasant note bath joyed my soul at morn,
the Son of Man—and his countenance was as the and that, inasmuch as the preaching of the gospel,
Swelling at noon, and at the close of day,
sun shineth in his strength.” In his right hand by an ordained ministry, is God’s chief ordinance
Of harmony and peace and freedom born;
And yet no more those joyful notes I hear;
were “ seven stars”—“ the Angels of the church for that propagation; so the church is a great
I go to heavenly lands, where to my view,
es,” as the seven planets are held in their places Missionary association, divinely constituted, for
Bright bands approach, unearthly 6ongs renew,
the special work of sending into all the world the
And with blest harmony entrance the enraptured ear. by the power of the sun. While thus the respon
sibility and entire dependance of the ministers of ministers and missionaries of the word.
TViuo apaJtc the meek-eyed Effie, ere she died;
Bat, if enr.b hn thn f07 tile WI10IC
Christ, and more especially of the chief pastors and
Her parting hour with hea*en\7
—....
rulers of His
iire exhibited, how precious to church, it must be alike the cardinal object and
The neighbors came, and by the river’s side,
those who feel
duty of every part of that church ;so that whether
Laid down her body in its place of rest,
. their insufficiency for such things
_
There flowers are strown, and there the lambkins as are committed to their charge, is the assurance a section thereof he situated in America or in
play,
that, while he will be with his whole chnrch to the Europe, or the remotest latitudes of Africa, it is
There come the maids and swains at eve to weep, end of the world, he will hold them in his right,
alike required to attempt the enlightening of all the
Above the turf, that Effie’s dust shall keep,
And long, in silence sad, protect her mouldering clay. band, as the special representatives of Himself, earth—and though it be the smallest of the local
sustaining them, defending them, and filling them divisions of the Christian household, and though
But where’s her nobler part? The flowers they
with the light of his countenance.
just on its own narrow boundaries there may be
give,
May crown her dust, but cannot deck her soul;
And now, in the general view we have extract millions of neglected Pagans swarming with the
Her-spirit doth in highest heaven live,
ed from the Scriptures of the design of the Lord horrors-of heathenism, still that little section of the
Where’s nought of imperfection, sin or dole;
of glory insetting up His church, let us note with church is to embrace withid the circle of its zeal,
There will she ever, evermore abide.
special emphasis, the very solemn and unspeaka if not if its immediate labours, the destitute of all
The Saviour bade St. John in Patmos write,
That some in Sardis should be clothed in white;, bly responsible relation in which she stands to the earth.
Thus brightly clothed she walketh by that Saviour s wards the whole world.
And what is thus the duty of the whole church
side.
Behold the condition of this world. Survey and of any section thereof, is equally the duty- of
every individual member thereof. There is no
* “But one thing is needful; and Mary hath cho- its most favoured regions, where the gospel has
sen that good part, ■vliich shall not betaken away from long been preached, and the leaven of its holy in more obligation upon the ministry to shine as light
Luke x. 42.
stitutions has long been operating; take the most in the world, than uponall the disciples. If the revolv
her.”
Christian of protestant -Christian lands, and under ing and effulgent planet hath its orbit—so hath the
the
general name of a Christian people, what an twinkling star its place—and both by the same
THE OBSERVER
immense proportion of the population are as un law must shine. Thus to every Christian there is
THE MISSIONARY CHARACTER.
reached by the direct and spiritual influence of a sphere, and however obscure the station of any,
AND DUTY Of THE CHURCH.
gospel truth, as if it had never been revealed.— the united contribution of all to the light of the
A sermon before the Domestic and Foreign Mis Pass on from one region of Christendom to another world, like that of tJie innumerable and almost in
sionary Society of the Protestant Episcopal Church in —from protestant to papal, then from papal to pa visible points of radiance in the mi!ky way, would
the United States of America, at its Triennial Meet gan. Number the tens of millions of the followers make a bright path of holiness in the church which
ing in St. Stephen’s Church, August 24, 1835. By
the ends of the earth would see and admire.
the Right Rev. C. P. McIlvaine, D. D.,Bishop of of the Mohammedan imposture; then the hundreds
I see no ground in the scriptures, or in the fun
the Protestant Episcopal Church in the State of Ohio. of millions of the blind and degraded devotes of a
most licentious and cruel idolatry. What an im damental principles of the church of Christ, for
ft Ye are the light of the world.1’—MaU/iew, v. 14.
mense proportion of men are in slavish bondage the distinction so common among us, between the
To what particular class of persons our to the spirit that ruleth in the children of disobe various portions of the great field of missionary
Lord addressed these words, whether to all dience—children of darkness, suffering incalcula labours, as if a part were domestic, and therefore
his people, or only to those on whom he laid ble evils in this life, and ripening for a miserable peculiarly imperative in its claims, and the rest
the special duties of the ministry of the word, eternity ! Twenty millions of such immortal souls were foreign, and therefore altogether subordinate
does not admit of a question. They are every year, finish their course, and pass to the bar in its claims upon our aid. I cannot perceive the
part of a discourse which the Evangelist in- of God—ignorant of any God or Saviour but that warrant in scripture, or in the principles of Chris
rroduces by these words ; “ Seeing the mul which their own hands have fashioned, of any ho tian benevolence for supposing, that because
titude, he went up into a mountain, and liness but such as ripens them to be lost for ever. when two of my fellow creatures are perishing for
when he was set,bis disciples came unto him
The pen of inspiration has drawn up the history want of the gospel, one happens to live on this
and he opened his mouth and taught them.” of their condition, and the catalogue of their vices. side of an invisible, geographical line, and the
Now; inasmuch as there had been as yet What was heathenism in the days of St. Paul is other on the opposite—or the former under the
no selection, either of the twelve or the se- essentially the heathenism of our days. “ Be same form of government with myself, and the
enty for their peculiar office, the disciples cause,” (saith he,) “ that when they knew God latter under another, therefore, one is to be re
here mentiobed must have been thos in egen they glorified him not as God, neither were garded as so peculiarly my neighbour that the
eral who followed the ministry, believed in thankful, but became vain in their imaginations, other must be kept in a place of secondary interest
the claims, and embraced the doctrines of and their foolish heart was darkened. Professing as a foreigner, and though the foreigner be by far
Christ. So that, in the application of the themselves wise they became fools, and changed the more accessible and speak my own language,
words of the text we have reason to regard the glory of the incorruptible God into an image and have descended from the same ancestry with
them as now addressed to all that profess to made like to corruptible man; and to birds, and myself, and the other have come from people of
be followers of Christ, in other words, to the four-footed beasts, and creeping things----who another tongue, and be only of my own nation by
church of Christ on earth, the associated changed the truth of God into a lie, and worship having been transplanted from another continent,
GEORGE VV. MYERS, PRINTER.

nevertheless I must pass by the former in my er
rand of love, though he be now at my w’ay-side,
until I have gone hundreds of miles to offer the
gospel to the latter.
Within the limits of the government of these
states, are people of an immense variety of nations
and languages, and habits, and dispositions, as
dissimilar among themselves, and from us, in every
feature of character, as if they were separated by
the breadth of the earth; and can it be, that, mere
ly because acknowledging the same jurisdiction
with ourselves, they are so to be preferred in the
efforts of our Christian zeal, that though I were
living on the northern boundary of this land,
and just beyond me were a nation of pagans, I
must not give them the lamp of life till I have
travelled some thousands of miles toward our
southern border, to a tribe of precisely similar
condition, except in the one particular of being
within the limits of this government ? It seems to
me that a distinction so perfectly indefinite and ar
bitrary is altogether beneath the dignity of the
church, and inconsistent with the spirit of a disci
ple of Him who, in allotting the blessings of his
Providence, and in sending out the preachers of
his Grace, has followred no lines of distinction with
in the limit of “every creature.”
The bible recognizes no nation as having any
peculiar connection, in matters of religious zeal,
with any Christian, but that of “ the true Israel,
who (by profession,) worship God in the spirit,
and rejoice in Christ Jesus, and put no confidence
in the flesh.” Towards all of this peculiar people,
whether of the church in Asia, or Africa, or Eu
rope, or America, he is-bound to feel an attach
ment unspeakably more tender and enduring than
that arising from any local or political relations.—
They are “ fellow-citizens with the saints and of
the household of God.” His first love is due to
them. His first effort to do good to men belongs
to them. All the rest are, indeed, entitled by di
vine command, to the most unwearied efforts of
the church, in her every section, to make them
partakers of the light of life. Butthey belong alike
to the field of foreign enterprise, because alike
aliens from the commonwealth of Israel; and they
belong alike to the field of domestic effort, be
cause the church hath her home as little in one
part of this world as another.

Dut still, is there no scriptural warrant to justify
the church, in a particular nation, directing her
missionary efforts more extensively to the destitute
or that nation than to those of a people on the
othersideof the globe ? In certain circumstan
ces there is—and a very definite warrant, the
metes and bounds of which are intelligible to the
feeblest mind, and subject to none of those ques
tions concerning the dividing linebetvveen domes
tic and foreign, under the shadow of which, the
merely nominal friend of missions finds so conve
nient a refuge. I find it in the Epistle to the Ga
latians, in these words; “ As we have opportunity,
let us do good unto all men, especiatly unto them
who are of the household offaith)'* ■
Here I perceive the universal desire and object
which the church and every Christian should feel
and aim at—good unto all men, without distinction
of language orcountry. Andthen, since However,
we may desire the good of all at once, we cannot
attempt the sending of the blessings of the gospel
to all at once, and in the same proportion, I am
furnished with a sufficient direction as to where to
begin, and whither to go next, and how much to
do here, and how much there. “As we have op
portunity.” Not as we may be connected by local
or civil relations with the destitute, but simply
as we have opportunity, so that if the church in
these United States, have evidently a more fa
vourable opportunity of promoting the gospel
within the walls of China than in any unevange
lized regions within our own territories, then, by
Him who makes the opportunity, is she called
to bestow her first and rhipf.attention upon China
—and in not doing so at present, devoting her
main energy to the gathering in of them that are
wandering as sheep without a shepherd, within
the limits of our country, she is justifiable only be
cause, and only so far as, she has reason to be
lieve, that, among them she has a better opportuni
ty of promoting the good of man and the glory of
God.
But among the “ all men ' to whom we are to
do good, the rule of the Apostle selects one peo
ple as having a peculiar claim upon our first, and
strongest and latest efforts. “ Especially unto them
that are ofthe household offaith.” In other words,
to our brethren of the professed children of God ;
the members of the church of our Redeemer un
der the whole heaven—making no distinction in
our benevolence whether they be countrymen at
home, or “strangers scattered throughout Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, or Bythynia.”—
So far as all are of the household of faith, all are
entitled to the special regard enjoined by the
apostle ; and when we can do good only to some
out of all, the rule to govern us in the selection is
just the same as among all those that are without
the household—simply as we have opportunity.
And it is this special duty toward the house
hold of faith, according to opportunity, that ac
counts for that first offer of the gospel to the lost
sheep of the house of Israel, and that first and
strongest anxiety of the apostles in their ministry
every where, to bring in the dispersed of Judah,
which has so often, and I believe so erroneously
been adduced in support of the idea, that to those
who are in the same country, and under the same
government, and constituting the same nation, we
are bound to give because they are thus connect
ed with us, the distinct preference in the propa
gation of the gospel.
But in truth, the relations of place or of government, of soil or of vicinity, or of any thing
else of a worldly kind, had no share in the special
zeal of the apostles, for the conversion of the
Jews, tor whether they were dwellers in Meso
potamia or Judea, Parthians, Medes or Elamites,
Cretes or Arabians, by birth or citizenship, so that
they were only Jews; whatever language they
spoke, or monarch they served, that zeal was
equally special and equally earnest for their con
version. And it was not because they were all
descended from Abraham and Sarah : for this ho
Gal.
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nour had the children of Edom as well. But it
was because they were of the household of
faith—“children of the promise”—“to whom
pertain the adoption, and the glory, and the
covenants, and the giving of the law, andMie
service of God, and the promises; whose
were the fathers, and of whom as concern
ing the flesh, Christ came, who is over all,
God blessed for ever.” Hence it was that
in cities of Greece and in Rome, the apos
tles first went to the children of Israel. This
was all the domestic mission they knew, but
it was a domestic mission in all foreign lands.
And such is the only domestic obligation the
Christian church in any country has a right
to own. Beyond this, it is opportunity alone
that gives preference ; within this, show me
a people of the Church of God, and whe
ther their dwelling place be under the sun
of Africa or amid the snoyvs of Siberia, or
here on my own native soil, I am bound by
the tie of Christian relationship to seek their
good with a speciality of attention which no
relations of country or of' government be
tween me and such as are not of the house
hold of faith can claim.
Here then arises a very important ques
tion, which deserves the serious considera
tion ot all the friends of missionary labour—
Whether the several decayed branches of
the primitive church, which in the eastern
hemisphere are dragging along their decrepid existence, and though so corrupted and
mutilated, are now of the church of Christ,
as much as in the days of their strengtji
and beauty—whether they arc receiving, in
comparison with others not of the household,
from their brethren of more favoured sec
tions of the church, according to opportu
nity, that special effort to do them good, and
renew their strength, to which their peculiar
relation entities them?
C To be Continued.)

RELIGIOUS.
From the (London) Christian Observer.
REPENTANCE.

Repentance (^sr^ia,) »n its broad meaning,
signifies a change of mind :—used theolo
gically, it expresses that new aspect in
which all the objects of time and eternity are
viewed, and the reversed comparative esti
mate by which they are valued, when the
Divine spirit has commenced its regenerat
ing work in the soul. But there is no ob
ject which it presents under a more altered
view and corrected estimate than the indi
vidual himself; and since to a fallen crea
ture, far gone from original righteousness,
such altered view must necessarily bring
with it conviction of sin.and guilt and wretch
edness, repentance,in this,its incipient stage,
might be properly defined sorrow for sin,
as base in its character, degrading to man’s
moral nature,and offensive to a gracious and
holy God. But as in speaking of repent
ance we speak of that way-mark which points
out the divergence of the narrow path which
alone leadeth unto life from the broad and
easy way that leadeth to destruction, it is
vitally important that our information should
be accurate; lest we start in full confidence
upon a wrong road, and thus each step lead
us farther astray in the wilderness, out of
the way. And as we could not more effect
ually guide the inexperienced traveller into
the right road than by cautioning him against
the various divergencies which might se
duce the unwary and uninstructed, so we
cannot, adopt any surer mode of ascertain
ing thoroughly what repentance is, than by
first considering what it is not, but .is ofteft
JcrrorttaTisTy considered fiojj£.
Repentance, then, is not, in the first place,
a sorrow for any of those temporal: evil con
sequences to ourselves which result fro tn sin
- of any injury which :t may produce, to
health, property, person, or reputation. Vice
may destroy health, extravagance may dis
sipate property, and either may blast char
acter and respectability; but it is evident
that the bitterest sorrow for these results
may consist with an unabated love for the
sins which produced them—that all this sor
row of the world, which worketh but death,
may be unmingled with one feeling of that
godly sorrow which worketh repentance un
to salvation.
Nor is it, however unselfish and amiable
this may he, a sorrow for the consequen.
ces,even to others, which our sins may have
produced. Suppose—to illustrate this by
a plain and familiar instance—that a person
in a highly excited state of irritation were
to stiike another, and to feel no remorse, no
conviction of the sinfulness of this intem
perate and unchristian conduct; but suppose
him afterwards to learn that this blow had
been attended by serious consequences—
that it threatened danger to sight, or limb,
or life—-there can be no doubt that a man
of ordinary feeling would be deeply'grieved
at this, independently of any consideration
of consequences to himself. But surely it is
evident that such regret would be produced
solely by the consequences, and would be
altogether independent of the sin which pro
duced them.
Nor is repentance, properly speaking, any
sorrow even for the future and eternal con
sequences of sin; though this may be, and
often is, the incipient developemcnt of the
religious principle, and may be the instru
ment by which that Spirit, which alone can
savingly convince of sin, will ultimately ef
fect it. But experience proves that a sense
of impending wrath-—a fear of death, and
hell, and judgment may consist with an
unmortified love of sin. ‘ The devils be
lieve and tremble,” but do not and cannot
repent.
Still farther,we must require of penitence,
what is its subject: whether its range is
compromising or universal; and, especially,

It is worthy of remark here, that whTu’*
ROMAN CATH0^\Cr/Je1d°fromAtheC “ PoKings of the Stuart line had JfcJianker- °Ur
-cv.nmemoraThe following are ex ract
^ in ]8l6( un- ter Popery, and wished to put down Purit*^ * ’
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fishness or charity. But when I see this man,
tains a very interesting article on the app/J"
in despite of his nature, improve in meekness ;
Messrs. Editors:—I have just returned from the read.— l ms present year, 1835, completes tic heard ; no not though they preach the truth. So it
is of their prayers and services which, being ne tion of the Roman alphabet to the Orientally
another in patience, a third in humility ——my Post Office with the last number of your paper third centenary, since the publication °
attention is fixed and hope excited. When I which I always look for with interest, and perhaps first entire English Protestant version o
- ver so good in itself, is not acceptable to God guages which has recently been proposed bi
see the vain and frivolous become humble and the more so this week for its having been delayed holy Scriptures, at Zurich, by Myles Coverdale, out of their mouths; yea, it is no better than the a number of gentlemen in India. Nonewho
have ever glanced at the series of Oriental tran.
thoughtful; the froward, modest; the sclfconfi- a couple of days, and on my way home I was made Bishop of Exeter during the reign ol King howling of wolves.”—Mark, ch. iii. ver. 12.
“ A Christian man is especially bound to burn stations of the Scriptures, and shrunk fronithe
dent, teachable; when I see the austere and spectator of a scene which it would seem was Edward VI.,) in theyear 1535. I he last page
self-satisfied ascetic,not multiply ingself-inflicted enough to melt a heart of stone.
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‘ Prynted in the yeare of our Lorde mdxxxv Protestant Bibles, Prayer-Books,” &c.—Acts, ed with their complicated characters, can fail
sifying the natural hunger of his famished and rainy day: when I returned it was nearly or quite and fynished the fourth daye of October. I he ch. xix. ver. 19.
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pride swoln and self-righteous spirit; when I see along the side-walk, a scene presented itself just centuries. What is there to prevent all consis Heb. ch. v. ver. 7.
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and their flocks are declared, to be in a re English language with more ease, it is difficult
to be a partaker of the inheritance of the saints ner, seemed endeavoring to convince him that he stitutions and Canons Ecclesiastical,’ (which bellious and damnable revolt against the priests to conceive of awj means so simple, and yet
was his son, and that he was trying to get him has not been set aside or invalidated by any
in light.
of God’s Church :’ that rebellion, which (they so effectual for enlightening tYm vast population
home. The father (as the circumstances compell act of Parliament for the alleged relief of Rom
declare) ‘ is the bane of our day.’ ”—Heb. ch. of the East, which now is accessible to EugM
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what sort soever: remembering the example children of the most bigolted Hindoos may be
father on his seat, winmngly and affectionately and sincerely, without any color or dissimula
taught to read in this character, what they
The Rev. Mr. Dill, at tho General Synod of Ul
entreated him saying, “Come, come !” “Where1 tion, teach,manifest,open and declare,four times of holy Elias,f who in zeal, killed 450 false pro would not be allowed to receive in their own.
ster held at Strabano in 1827, thus speaks: “If
Sal ?” says the drunken father, meaning the other every year at the least, in their sermons, and phets.’”—
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spirit, and an unhallowed union have, I am per kind but wretched son to make the best of their that therefore no manner of obedience or sub is so called; for the shedding of which, by or
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dreary way to a dreary home.
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suaded, mainly prevented.”
Monday Evening, Oct. 5th, 1835.
ions, is due unto any such foreign power, but der of justice, no common-wealth shall an characters of these ancient languages be effectu
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large portion of the advancement of orthodoxy, and PROPOSED TERCENTENARY COMMEMORA
the following reply :
minions and countries, is the highest power un cy.”—John, ch.vi. ver. 59.
the decline of Arianisin in the Presbyterian Church,
‘ 1. This change has been effected through
TION OF THE REFORMATION.
“ To all such the Apostle giveth the curse;
der God; to whom all men, as well inhabitants
to a visibly increasing improvement in the estab
In our last number,’ says the Observer, ‘ we as born within the same, do by God’s laws and telleth them, that the storm of darkness, out almost all the nations of Europe. Excep1
lished clergy. Their name, their learning, their mentioned that the third century of the print
owe most loyalty and obedience, a fore and and eternal damnation is provided for them.” ting some of them who use the Greek, Russian
influence, have in many cases been thrown into ing of the first entire English Protestant version
and German characters, all have successful?
above all other princes and potentates in earth.’ —Jude, ver. 11.
the scale of orthodoxy, as well in the Presbyte of the holy Scripture occurs on the 4th of next
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Such, Sir, are the existing ecclesiastical laws observations, “With infallible notes, under the that of their more powerful or better mfornc
ion, if necessary.”—Coofcc’s Examination before courses from the pulpit on that day. Our con of Great Britain and Ireland. What now, I re sanction of Dr. Troy, the president of Mayneighbors. Assamense have lately ^JscarA,
the Commissioners of Education Inquiry.
tinental Protestant brethren have not been un peat, should prevent the clergy of these coun nooth College, and other Popish Prelates.__ their own alphabet for the Bengalee, and the hi
mindful
of
the
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of
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important
tries and, I may be permitted to add, all loyal From the Morning Post, Saturday, May 16, tribes in the frontier of Naipal for the NagjrlIt is as true as ever that the Church of England
and Ireland is the bulwark of the Reformation, the events connected with the Reformation; and and consistent Protestant Dissenting ministers, 1835.
and why should not the Bengalees and H‘n‘
special “pillar and ground of the truth” against we have on several occasions alluded to these from celebrating with devout gratitude the Ju
doostanees, in their turn, do the same, ydien tw
* English, or Episcopal, Foreign Lutheran, or Scotch corresponding ad vantages arc confessedly equal-,
bilee of the Reformation in the United Kingdom Presbyterian.
Popery and all Protestant heresies. As Deists are religious festivals.’ * * *
—Ed.
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mon blessings of humanity which like the atmos attended with public meetings and rejoicings, of October 1835, on occasion of the completion Rev. ch. ii. vv. 6, 9, 20.
man character has met with unexampled suc
phere they cannot help enjoying, however they may have its difficulties, and we at present only of the third centenafy since the publication of
cess. Only five months since when the syste
may hate the religion from which they proceed; so submit this matter for discussion; but the preach the first entire English Protestant version of the
was proposed, not more jhan four indivi ua»
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elties, of heresies end of
n“h'«'n’
is a jubilee of the Reformation with us; and I
Ih.n the fact, that in the three chiff cu»m0,1°”s’ indulge the humble hope that when your read L7eh I U7a;y -Prot^antS from them pu c lheya clll eciSLnarEri!mrt Afte^
Seeing men cannot get tb^
does beco‘^ every
of Protestent Episcopalian,, thorn; ofEuaX''6 ers have given a candid perusal to this commu PrL
yr0 bk'
countries where thev are nm
,t lat’ ,n Gods justice blotted out of the
land and tho United States, there ahottld hahl nication and to the comments with which I most to «h WCrd it0 exert himselftothe ub straint particularly income parts “o^T ‘ l
such an eye-sore to them that they stn''0
e;
been going on dnnng the same year,-by the sa„m trust your powerful pen will enforce it, they
day is spent in drinking and
Ireland, the >t out of their minds; and they ruin then
means, and with the same mark, and character W‘U be animated with devout gratitude to celcing; so that instead olCa
“s!'1’
presuming on his mercy, while the)’.
tst.es, a revival of scriptural piety, „r r,i,h
rate om-glorious and blessed Reformation from
of the week's labour, the[ ar[ T , „ iaUS"°n careful to get a righteousness wherein
e doctrinal errors and tyranny of Popery.
of Urn w ’ Vty °f ‘hat d“y’ ll>“ by all Um iT stand before his justice ; but say in then >
remain, Sir, yours, &c.
T. II. H ”
>our the Lord will not do good, neither wi
evil.
BosT°'
ge__ -— —---------
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THE OBSERVER.
GAMBIER, g^lDNESDAY, OCT. 11, 1835.

PROSPECTUS
OF THE

G A 35 53 I E R OBSESVBB.
The Gambier Observer, now commencing its sixth year,
appeals again to the Episcopalians of Ohio, and elsewhere,
for the continuance and increase of their patronage. Since
it first commenced, the strength of their Church has doub
led and her prospects brightened manifold more. With
this increase of prosperity the sphere of usefulness for such
a paper and the ability to sustain it, have of course propor
tionally increased. Will not Episcopalians exert themselves
in its behalf accordingly?
The Observer is devoted to the maintenance of Scriptu
ral truth and order, and the diffusion of religious and sec
ular intelligence amongst the members of the Episcopal
Church. The reader may expect to find from time to time
in its pages, Essays on the doctrines, duties and ordinances
of the Gospel; Sketches from Ecclesiastical History; Re
ligious Biography; Missionary Intelligence; Proceedings
of Conventions and other Ecclesiastical bodies; Episcopal
Charges and Addresses; Procecedings of Bible, Tract,
Sunday-school and Temperance Societies, and other Ben
evolent Institutions; Notices of New Publications; Poe
try; Summaries of News, literary, political and miscella
neous. While the primaly object of the paper, therefore,
is the diffusion of religious knowledge, it will be perceived
from this statement, that it is also designed to convey in
formation of a general nature.
The Observer is issued from the establishment of the
Western Protestant Episcopal Press, once a week. Of its
style and execution the present number is a specimen.
Our Convention holds its adjourned meeting on the
30th. It is hoped the attendance will be full and that good
will be done. These meetings are always important and
the present one is especially so. Rightly conducted, a new
impulse may he given by it to the cause of God. That
such may be the result should be the earnest prayer of those
who go, and those who stay at home.
Doctor Ilarpur Michell, late Professor of Chemistry in
Kenyon College, has received and accepted a similar appointment’in the Western University of Pittsburgh.
Mr. Albert Bledsoe, a student in the Theological Sem
inary in this place, has been appointed Professor of Mathe
matics in the Miami University, and has signified his acss'utanceof the office.

Bishop McIlvayh-t?-. 'V,SIT,vrI01s->—7nie Bishop with di--—t—mlcBi'on will visit on Tuesuaj 'w.venVng and Wed
nesday, October 13th and 1-l.th, Trinity Church Newarn—
Saturday and Sunday, I7tii arid I8th, St. I.ukes Marietta-,
Tuesday 20th All Saints Portsmouth, Cincinnati, Confirm
ation in St. Pauls’, Thursday Evening Oct. 29th; in
Christ’s Church Friday Evening 30th; Consecration of
Christ’s Church on Friday Morning at 10 A. M; Ordi
nation in the same, on Sunday morning; Missionary Ser
mon and collection in the sairle on Sunday night; Thurs
day Nov. 5th Hamilton, service that evening and the day fol
lowing; Sunday 8th Christs Church Dayton-, Tuesday
10th Trinity Cl. —Troy—Church to be consecrated;
Wednesday Evening and 'lluirstu.y
parts
of Friday and Saturday 13tli and 11th Urbanna-, -Z ...i-j
15th Sprina/leld; Tuesday 17th St. John’s Worthington,
Church to be consecrated at 11 A. M. 18th,
The parishes at Granville and Rocky Fork will be visit
ed when the Bishop shall again visit that at Newark for
the consecration of the Church. That at Zanesville is
not included in the above list, because it is understood that
the Church, which is being enlarged, will not be ready
for service in season, and probably the Rector will not ha ve
returned.
Collections for the Missionary and Education Society of
the Diocese will be made in Trinity Church, Newark, St.
Luke’s Marietta—All Saints Portsmouth, Christs Church
and St. Paul’s Cincinnati—Christ Church Dayton, St.
James’ Piqua, and St. John’s Worthington.

Serious impressions have prevailed, though silently yet
deeply, in many hearts.
The Theological department ot Kenyon College is now
efficiently organized, and is inferior in value we believe, to
no institution of our Church for similar purposes. It bids
fair to accomplish for the Western country all the objects
which its most sanguine friends have expected. Bishop
Mcllvaine received from the friends of Kenyon College in
England, in answer to his appeal for £2000, the sum of
.$12,000, which is to be applied to the erection of a build
ing for the accommodation of Theological students. It
will be in a beautiful style of Gothic architecture, common
in the English universities, but not heretofore adopted in
this country, and the plan is of great convenience for the
inmates. Bishop Mcllvaine received also, we understand,
about 1200 volumes for the College Library.—Epis. Rec.

From the Churchman.
Kenyon College—We attach great weight to the sub
joined briefcommunication, as well on account of the source
from which it comes, as of the statement and opinion which .
it contains. * * A more important position can hardly he
named than that occupied by Kenyon College. In no
part of our new country are its characteristic energies
more rapidly and extensively operative than in Ohio, and
it is cheering to be fortified in the hope that Kenyon Col
lege is likely to realize the expectation of its founders by
helping to direct these energies to the service of God, and
the good of men, and pouring over the shapeless and un
formed mind of the present and future ages the radiations
of light and salvation. Our correspondent says with rea
son that the money given to Kenyon Collegehas been well
bestowed. We commend this remark to the consideration
of our friends in this opulent section of country. Far better
is it that their benefactions should he bestowed for the es
tablishment of permanent foundations than for the erection
of air-castles, or the attainment of ephemeral objects.—
The institutions at Lexington and Gambier will be streams
of beneficence to future generations: why cannot the same
prospective liberality be applied to the purchase of grounds
for churches and glebes in places where every dollar invest
ed now, will, half a century hence, be worth a hundred?
‘‘Mr Editor,—I have just returned from a visit to
Kenyon College in Ohio. 1 had heard much said of that
establishment since its foundation. All my expectations
were fully realized. I was there on the Sunday before
Commencement-day. ’ * The appearance of the students,
of the college buildings, and of the whole establishment, re
flects much credit upon those who preside over its affairs.
I must say, I think the money which has been given from
time to time to this institution has been well hetowed;
and tifat, through the instrumentality of this College, the
cause of sound learning and of our much loved Church
will be most efficiently promoted.
J.”

ary city consociations, tfbs little band mantained Missiona
ries in the w
zlndia Islands, in Greenland, in North
and South America, in Lapland, Algiers, Guinea, Cape
of Good Hope, Ceylon, Tartary, Nicobar Islands, Persia
and Egypt. After a century of untiring labour this so
ciety of Christian people, though still exceedingly small
and, as well from local circumstances as from peculiarities
of faith likely to continue so, now maintain the following
missions.
Missions
N ations. Miss’ries. No. Souls No. Com.
9182 including 804
25
Tn Greenland,
4
In Labrador
“
320
31
895
4
In N. America,
g
8
am’g Indians
S
70
349
In Danish West
India Islands,
36
“ 4000
7
9435
In Jamaica,
19
4996
“
1450
7
In Antigua,
22
13,836
“ 5110
5
In St. Kits,
10
4840
.3
“
1150
6
In Barbadoes,
2
1603
“
300
4
In Tobago,
252
1
“
18
In Surinam South
14
America,
1
3353
“
1200
39
In South Africa 5
3099
“
1060
214
44,479
“ 15,518
are Greenlanders and Esquimaux,
Indians of various tribes.
Negroes and people of color.
Hotttcntots and other natives of
South At’rica.
Comparing the labours of these Moravians with those
of our own Church with her two foreign missions and the
few domestic ones—with those indeed of all Protestant
Christendom, we are ready to apply the language of the
Saviour in the paiable of the Good Samaritan__ “Which
now of them thinkest thou, was neighbor unto him that
fell among the thieves?”—Missionary.

42
Of the above No. 2,715
“
“
394 “
“ “ 38,316 “
“ “ 3,099 “

Missionaries to Greece—On Wednesday, the 30th
instant, the Rev. Hilliard Bryant, of the General Theolo
gical Seminary, Miss Mary W. Baldwin, from Virginia,
and Miss Mulligan, of this city, embarked in the brig
Lima, Captain Beanes, for M arseilles, on their way to
Athens, Greece, as Missionaries of the Protestant Episco
pal Church. Their arrival there will be a most welcome
relief to the small hut devoted band, who have preceded
them in this interesting sphere of missionary labor. Miss
Mulligan is the sister of Mrs. Hill, whose arduous and
disinterested services in the cause of Christian education
in Greece, are so highly and deservedly appreciated both
abroad and at home. They carry an assurance to our
friends in Greece, that they are not forgotten at home,
and take with them the prayers and sympathies of the
Church, in behalf of themselves and those with whom
jggP A special meeting of the Board of Trustees of the they are henceforward to labor in the bonds of Christian
fellowship. Let each one remember his own individual
Theological Seminary of the Protestant Episcopal Church responsibility in sustaining, by his prayers and contri
in the Diocese of Ohio will be liolden at Cincinnati on butions, this apd every enteiprise of our common Church.
[ Churchman.
Monday the 2d day of Nov. next.
M. T. C. WING Secretary.
American Board.—The American Board of Commisioners for Foreign Missions held their twenty-sixth an
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE. nual meeting in the First Presbyterian Church, Baltimore
on the 9th of September. The Hon. Stephen Van liens ■
Episcopal Consecration.—The Rev, Jackson Kemper selaer was chairman of the meeting. The number of mem
was on Friday morning, consecrated at St. Peter’s Church bers present was forty nine. It appeared by the report of
as Missionary Bishop. The ceremonies on the occasion the last eleven months that the Board had expended $168,were impressive and imposing. The consecration sermon 031, and received $163,340.
The liev. Dr. Miller preached the annual sermon, from
i was preached by the Right ltev. Bishop Doane, of NewJeTav.^
The church was crowded—among those present, Numbers xiv. 21., “As truly as I live, all the earth shall
be
filled with the glory of the Lord.”
were the venerame
White and Moore, and sever
al other distinguished members ot the House .,t
On Thursday evening a Missionary meeting was held, at
of the Episcopal Church as well as a large number of the which
: „:aries were present, and made
Clergy.—Epis. Rec.
addresses.

I

Episcopal Acts, by the Bishop of New York.—Tues
day, September, 22, in the church of the Ascension in this
City, admitted the Rev. Hilliard Bryant, Deacon, appoin
ted by the Board of Missions of the Protestant Episcopal
Church in the United States, Missionary to Greece, to the
holy Order of Priests.
Fifteenth Sunday after Trinity, September 27, in the
Chapel of the Nativity, in this city, admitted Henry
Payne to the holy Order of Deacons. Morning prayer
_„J by the Rev. Orange Clark, of Lockport, (who
also presented the
*1 *' *- 1*assisted
*
by the Rev. Win.
F. Walker. Deacon, th'd'ifx-A/.^c. or the Parish, who read
the lessons, and the sermon was preached >•>} tho Right

Deparfure of Missionaries—An immense multitude
consisting probably of several thousand people, two-thirds
of whom were ladies, assembled yesterday morning, at Sar
geant’s wharf for the purpose of witnessing the departure
of the fine ship Louvre, Capt. Brown, for the East Indies
which carried out 31 missionaries of the Baptist persuasion
to disseminate the Gospel of our blessed Redeemer among
the heathen. We could not hut remark the admirable or
der and punctuality with which every thing wasconducted.
Boston Gazette.

On Monday7, the 28th of September, a new congrega
tion in connection with the Protestant Episcopal Church
in this Diocese, was duly organized in the flourishing
village of Poughkeepsie, under the name of St. Paul’s
Church, and the Rev. F. W. Hatch, of Washington
city, D. C., unanimously elected by the vestry as its pas
tor. A neat and commodious edifice; in pure Grecian
style, is about to be erected for the accommodation of this
congregation and is expected to he completed by the 1st
of June next. This is the second Episcopal congregation
in Poughkeepsie, and from the prosperity of the place,
its rapid increase and permanence are secured.— Church-

Griswold Press.—By a reference to the card of Bi
shop Smith, it will be found that thegreat object of his re
cent visit to Boston has been accomplished. By the liber
ality of individuals in the city a sufficient sum has been
raised to purchase a Press, and the other necessary furni
ture of a printing office. These are to he employed in
the cause of “Christ and the Church” in the far West.
It adds not a little to theinterest of this establishment that
the very name has been given to it which all the contri
butors would have selected—the name of our beloved and
venerated Diocesan. We shall have no fears for the influ
ence of this press, if it hut publish the truth with the abil
ity meekness and primitive simplicity which distinguish
the productions of the prelate from whom it is named.
Nor can we doubt that, under the direction of the devoted
and able Bishop of Kentucky, such will be its character.
The shipment of the press will be made as early as may be
fiom No. 16 Central wharf. Donations of paper would
be gratefully received and dill)7 forwarded.— Christian Wit
ness.

Rev. Milton Badger, of the south Parish in Andover,
has been appointed Associate Secretary and General Agent
Rev. Jackson Kemper, I>. IX, Jiliauiowary Piuboj, Ip,- of the Home Missionary Society, to reside in New -York
Missouri and Indiana, who also took part in the ordination and lias requested a dismisssion from his Society for that
purpose.
services.

mitted to Congress at an early day. In the mean time we
would state, for public information, that the proposed ca
nal is considered quite practicable, and that too, at a cost
far less than the great importance of the work would war
rant. We trust therefore that no efforts will be spared to
induce Congress to order the construction of this impor
tant link in the navigation of the great Lakes.—Niagara
Courier.
Narrow escape.—On Saturday evening one cf the large
Tigers, at the corner of Sixth and Prune sts., was observ
ed by the keeper to have escaped from the cage. He had
concealed himself under the partition adjoining the cage,
and on the approach of the keeper, he rose slowly and gave
him a severe blow on the fa|p. The keeper being near
the door, succeeded in making his escape. He immediate
ly went to the prison on the opposite side of the street, and
procured a musket loaded with ball and buck shot, and as
cending to a window of the room, near to the roof of the
building, a lantern was lowered in order to enable him to
discover the object of his search.
The Tiger, in the
mean time, had attacked the Poney, which was in the same
apartment, and almost devoured it. He then stretched
himself out in the centre of the floor. The keeper imroediatey discharged the contents of his musket into the an
imals head, and thus killed him instantly. Thecostof the
animal was $800__ Philad. Inquirer.
Remarkable Operation—We have seen, (says the New
York Commercial Advertiser) this morning, a young man
from Virginia, named Wilson, horn deaf, and of course
dumb also, whose sense of hearing has been restored, or
rather created, by an operation performed by Dr. Webster
of this city. The evidence that he could hear distinctly,
was conclusive and satisfactory, although he could utter but
one or two intelligible sounds, only three days having elap
sed since the operation was performed. He has been edu
cated in the Deaf and Dumb institution, hut of necessity
although able to read, and knowing the letters which, be
ing united, represent objects, he has yet to learn the sounds
of those letters, and the names of those objects, as enunci
ated in spoken language. The discovery is a most im
portant one, and we shall make farther report of the very
interesting case in which it has been established; deeming
it more advisable to wait a month or two, for the develop
ment of this newly acquired power in Wilson, before we
give any detailed account of the case.
It is stated in tlieBrattleborcugli (Vt.) Phcenix, that a
tunnel is now being constructed in Somerset, in that coun
ty, for the purpose of getting access to the iron ore of a
mine, in a horizontal direction. Three hands have per
forated a passage seven feet by five, and eighty feet long,
through a steep hill of solid talc rock, since last May.—
They have forty feet further to proceed, which will require
six or eight weeks longer.
Col. Thomas S. Meacheam, of Richland, Oswego co.
who keeps 154 cows and has made this season 300 cheeses
weighing 125 lbs. each, has made one weighing fourteen
hundred pounds, which he intends to present to the Presi
dent of the United States. He has also made sever
al weighing eight hundred pounds each, one of which he in
tends for the Vice President, one for Gov. Marcy," and
each of the cities of New-York, Albany, Troy, and Ro
chester.
Patent Pin-Maker—We were invited a few days
since to examine a machine tor making phis by steam pow
er, which was then in operation, at the factory of R. Hoe
& Co. The machine is one the most ingenious pieces
of mechanism we have ever seen; it completes sixty pins
per minute, and they look better and more perfect, than
those manufactured in the usual way.—New- York Com.
Colleges.—A correspondent of the Albany Evening Advertiser.
Journal gives the annexed statement of the number of
The Cincinnati Gazette estimates, from an examination
graduates at the Colleges, of New England, New York, and of the hooks of the hotels and steamboats, that upwards of
Utw commencements.
one hundred thousand strangers pass through that city in
At Waterville College, Me.
14,
the oourse of a year. It would be no exaggeration, pro
At Bowdoin College, Me.
31
bably, to say that half a million pass through New York
At Dartmouth College, N. IT.
50
during the same period.
At Middlebury College, Vt.
34
At Williams College, Mass.
17
A Church set on fre by a bird'.—The church of the vil
At Amherst College, Mass,
40
lage Gres Sahonau, in Prussia, and four houses, were re
At Harvard University, Mass.
53
cently burnt to ashes. The incendiary was a bird which
At Brown University, R. I.
3
nested in the thatch of one of the houses. A fire had
At Wesleyan University, Conn.
12
been lighted in premises appropriated to the bleaching of
At Washington College, Conn.
7
linen; the bird took up in its beak a twig, one extremity of
At Yale College Conn.
73
which was in a state of combustion, for no sooner had she
arrived at her nest, than it took fire, and communicated the
At Union College N. Y.
7
flame to the buildings.
At Hamilton College, N. Y.
38
At Geneva»College, N. Y.
4
At Rutger’s College, N. J.
34 ’ Col.;"Washington Cushing, of Iliwgham, has one tree
wufob produced iiiis season 18 bushels of pears, wl.icii.
At PrincetonTCollege, N. J. (Commencement not
brought him $3 a bushel. Fifty-four dollars for the fruit
yet fiefu; about
.
,
dp
of one tree, is pretty well for Ilingham
Total number of graduates
458

at his plow and put in irons. In handcuffs he had been
held a fortnight, while a drove for the south was preparing;
but in a happy moment for him, in the presence of his
driver he fled to tlie hushes and could not be found. While
he was running at large in his iron wristbands, and when
lie had been pursued and advertised, with the promise of
$50 reward, his purchaser was willing to take the same
which he had given for him. In this juncture his trem
bling half dead wife, besought me to buy him , for if he
should once be found, no price would redeem him, and al
low him to live still with Iris wife and children.
I was just mounting my horse, when thus besought to
fulfil a previous engagement. “Poor Ambrose,” we all
said, “we hope he will not be found; but nothing can be
done for him to-day.” The heart of his wife seemed to die
within her, as we reluctantly rode off to transact urgent bu
siness. On our return we were told that the negro man
had been caught. “ Then it’s all over with him now!”
Under this reflection my sleep during the night was disquiet,
and unsound.
Passing next morning by the rendezvous of the slave deal
er, I was as complaisant as my feelings would suffer me to
he; and hailing the door, asked, “have yo\j found Am
brose?” “ Not yet,” was responded; and so I alighted
and entered the house. “ It’s a pity to separate the man,”
said I, “from his wife and elf .iron; for I am told they live
very happily.” “ That’s true,” said the slave merchant,
“ and ever since 1 bought him lie’s been so continually
moaning about his wife and children, that I’m willing to
sell him for what I gave for him.”
Under these circumstances I agreed to give, and before
night paid the sum of $700, for my first and perhaps my
on ly slave. I felt that in so doing, I was doing as I
would be done by. I could not have obeyed the Saviour’s
golden rule bad I not redeemed him. After that I slept
soundly for several nights ; and resolved that whether the
slave ever came to me or not, it would not grieve me in
the last day that I had lost his price. Another and another
day passed, and no news, came concerning the fugitive. At
length, however, some brother slave found him and told
him the good news, that he might return in safety to his
family.
On Friday evening I first saw my slave, and he his new
master. “Well, Ambrose,” said I, shaking bands with
him, “ are you willing to be my servant while you live?”
O yes, Sir,” he exelained, “not only willing, hut glad to
be your servant for life, but I am ten thousand times oblig
ed to you for buying me.”
He is said to he the stoutest man in Marion county,
and can easily cut and cleave 300 rails in a day; when, to
fell the trees, and make 150 of them is regarded as a good
days work for a man. Once, in picked timber, he made
600 rails in a day. “And so you are a slave-holder !
Let the terms he well considered. According to the laws
of the land Ambrose is my slave, hut in truth he is my hired
man. 1 have opened an account with him; have charged
him with the purchase money; will charge him with all the
expense he causes me, and will credit him, as were he any
other hired man, with the work he performs for me. When
he has cleared himself by his labor I have told him that I
well sell him to himself, or take him into Illinois, and give
him a certificate of manumission.
In this way I think myself free from ull unrighteous
ness in enslaving a fellow man. In this way, thousands,
who hate slavery, could free men frpm slavery. And in
this way, a nominal slave-holder may he no oppressor of a
brother in the human family. Most heartily do I wish
that our land had never known slavery; hut since is exists
here,let us mitigate its evils until it can be wholly abolished.

We understand that Rev. Henry Cowles, of Aust.mburgh has accepted the appointment of the Trustees to
become professor of languages in the Oberlin Collegiate
Institute.
The Rev. John Holmes Agnew, who lately resigned his
Professorship in Newark College, Del. on account of the
Lottery granted by the state and accepted by the Trustees,
has been chosen Professor of Languagesin Marion College
Missouri.

ter part of President Leverett’s time which terminated
Strength of Prejudice----“Episcopacy tested by Scrip.
1724, an act was passed, “for reforming the Extravagant
ture’hhas been attacked, defended, attacked again and once
ot Commencement.” This act provided “that hencefor
no
preparation nor provision of eithercaAe, orroai
Board of Missions.—At a meeting of this body held
more defended; and all this controversy is now in a course
ed, boyled, or baked meats, or pyes of any kind, shall
of publication at.the New York Protestant Episcopal Press on Wednesday evening, in this city, the Rev. James Mil
made by any commencer,” and that no .“such have ai
nor, D. D., of New York, was appointed General Agent
with the confident expectation that its circulation will be and Secretary of the Committee for Foreign Missions:
distilled liquors in his chamber, or any composition thei
with,” under penalty of twenty shillings, and forfeiture
the means of widening and deepening the conviction that and the Rev. Benjamin Dorr, of Utica, N. Y. was ap
the prohibited provisions. Several acts were passed soi
Episcopacy is taught in the New Testament. Better evi pointed to the same station for the Domestic Committee.
afterwards
“for preventing the excesses, immoralities ai
dence of the strength of this conviction than the fact of The salaries are fixed at. $2300 per annum for each, ex ersecution.— The Archives du Christianisme of July disorders of tlie commencements,” arid for enforcing t
elusive of travelling expenses. The committee are com- 23.Pnimtes
mregoing
act,
proviumg particularly “tnat it any, w
Frorp-thc
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„
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"
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"
~
the publication there could not he,- yet, »trav>se to.ay.iw l posed of the followini?
-----ammittee.— ltev. James Milnor, I). D., Rev. TBrmation, that flic .Evangelical Christians of that vallev, in now do, or shall hereafter stand for their degrees, presur
Dr. Miller of Princeton, who is one of the most able ad
number
about
400,
have
suffered
since
the
death
of
the
Em

F. L. Hawkes, D. D., Rev. Henry Anthon, D. D., Rev.
to doe any thing contrary to the said act or go about
vocates of “ parity” in this country, pronounces Episcopa Manton Eastburn, Messrs. II. Carey, Anson Blake, B. peror Francis the most hitter persecution. They five as evade it.by pZafoe cafo>, they shall forfeit the honors of t
outlaws,
cannot
marry,
nor
be
put
in
possession
of
an
in

L.
Woolley
7
,
and
Murray
Iloffman.
College.”— Gloucester Democrat.
cy as an argument “annihilated” by the publication,rejoices
Foreign Committee__ Rev. Dr. Tyng, Rev. II.W. Du- heritance from their fathers without abjuring their faith ;
Moses.Allen, the Treasurer of the N. Y. Coloiiizatii
in the plan of stereotyping it and circulating it extensive
cateliet, Rev. J. W. James, Rev. S. A. McCoskry; Mesrss. and the fanaticism of their persecutors goes so far as to
ly, and wishes, that a copy might be placed in every house P. II. Nicklin, J. B. Wallace, L. R. Ashhurst, and John refuse them after death a decent burial. A proof, observes Soc. received on Wednesday last, “from a friend to Color
zation
of the Africans, by the hands of the Rev. G. W. B
in the land!.'!
Welsh, Jr. The Bishops of the Dioceses where the com the Archives among many others, that the clergy of the tliune, (being five dollars each on the emigrants embark
Romish
Church
are,
when
permitted,
as
much
embittered
mittees are located, together with their respective Gen
by the ship Indiana,from Savannah,) three hundred and fig
St. Paul’s College.—Wc are pleased to see that the eral agents and Treasurers, are members ex-officio.—Epsi. against the Gospel and its disciples as at the time of the dollars.” He also received at the same time, from oth
Reformation, and that we are right in recalling from time
Rec.
Rev. Dr- Muhlenburgh of Flushing, N. Y. is about to el
to time the bloody persecutions by which that Church has sources, $99 63.—Brooklyn Eve. Adv.
evate his Institute into a College, making the course of stu
Bank of the United States.—The last Boston Atlas has
History of the Church in Virginia.—The public will fought against the truth of God. What is ancient history,
dy quite as extensive, and.hy affiliation with some chartered be gratified to learn that the important work of Dr. Ilawks, would become modern history from the day that the Papal the following information, in regard to the winding up
clergy
possessed
the
power
of
persecution.
If
such
re

of
this institution:—“The Bank has twenty-five branch
institution, procuring for those who may complete that of which we spoke on a former occasion, is now in press, and marks are ever allowable, they must certainly he tolerated es. Eight of them are sold, or nearly wound up. These
will shortly be published.— Churchman.
from the Huguenots of France, the land which witnessed sales have been effected at one, two, three, and four years’
course, the honor of the customary degrees. Any literary
the dragonnades of Louis XIV; and the unparalleled hor credit. In two instances the instalments have extended
establishment conducted on the principles and with the
Diocese of Barbadoes and the Leeward Isles— rors of the massacre of St. Bartholomew.
to five years. Two other branches will be sold, probably
tact and talent displayed in the “Journal of the Flushing We gratefully acknowledge the politeness of the Rev.
The priests of the valley of Ziller charge this persecu in a few days. A negotiation for them is in progress__
Institute” cannot fail to he a great blessing to our whole John J. Jones, Rector of St. Philip’s Church, Antigua, tion upon the new Emperor, but the Archives does not be The eight branches above alluded to, are Portsmouth,
in furnishing us with a correct list of the clergy in his Dio lieve that he knows any thing of it.
Hartford, Utica, Buffalo, Louisville, Lexington, Charles
land.
cese, and accompanying it with the following acceptable,
ton, und Baltimore. I he two under negotiation, are Fay
though too brief notice of the exemplary labors of its bishop.
Church of England.—The Bishop of Salisbury has etteville and Nashville.”
Claims of returned Missionaries.—The American
“During the ten years of his episcopate which are pass concurred in approving of a celebration by the Protestant
Navigating the Atlantic by Steam__ Our readers will
Board of Foreign Missions have passed regulations allow ed there has been an increase of 31 clergymen, and 371 church of the anniversary of the completion of the Eng
ing support to superannuated or disabled missionaries, and schools. Codrington College, from being only a foundation lish translation of the Bible, on the 4th of October, 1535. find in our advertising columns, this morning, notice of an
intended
application to our Legislature for the charter of
grammar-school, has been converted, in stricter accordance
the missionaries who return to this Country with the ap with the will of the founder, into a valuable theological He has also recommended the commemoration of trie an a company to be denominated ‘ The Atlantic Steam Pack
niversary of the British emancipation by law, from the
probation of the Prudential Committee.
seminary for the training of students to the work of the foreign supremacy of the Pope, March 20, 1534.—Presby et Company the object of which is to establish a line of
steam packets between this port and Liverpool.
ministry—the young men being licensed to act as readers terian.
We are happy to learn that Captain Cobh, one of our
We arc informed by a friend who saw his name in a list in various parts of the Island, at the same time that they
The World and the Church—“Celeste, the dancer, enterprising packet Captains, has charge of this enterprise
of passengers, that Bishop Chase has sailed for England. are pursuing their studies, preparatory to Holy Orders.
Already has she sent forth sons of whom she needs not has received $13,000 for 25 nights’ performance at the Tre and that it is intended to biyld vessels of about twelve
hundred tons burden with two engines each. But little
be ashamed—laborers in the vineyard. In view of the pro
Kenyon College.—Testimony of Fisitors.—Wc copy mises of the Lord of the vineyard faith and hope look for mont Theatre, Boston, or more than $500 a night.” So doubt is entertained of accomplishing the passage out in
say the Boston papers. At this rate, one city gives one
from the Churchman and Recorder the following notices ward to a precious ingathering of soul, into his kingdom foreigner for dancing, in one month, about as much as all about twelve days and the return passage in about fourteen!
of this Institution, that its friends in Ohio may feel that as the fruits of their labors. Indeed weave not without the Christians in the United States give during the same We have long been satisfied of the practicability of propell
ing our packets by steam and we congratulate the public on
their confidence has not been misplaced, and their ex earnests of the further blessing of him who giveth the in period for the conversion of the heathen world !
the reasonable prospect of accomplishing this great object
crease.”
pectations of its usefulness will not be disappointed.
in
the course of the ensuing summer,— Cour. and Enq.
The catalogue to which we referred shall be inserted
SUMMARY.
Kenyon College.—We publish to-day some notice when we can more conveniently spare the room. For the
The territory of Arkansas has decided by a large majority
from the Gambier Observer, in relation to this institu following expression of kind feeling, as well as others which
Rev. Dr. Ely a Slave-Holder!—From the following to apply for admission into the Union as an independent
tion the next session o£ which will commence the 28th of we cannot with propriety insert, the writer will accept
state.
Population, 51,809; of whom 9,838 are slave__
October.
article, which we copy from the Philadelphian oflast week
our best thanks:
We had tlie pleasure of making a visit to Kenyon Col“ We heartily rejoice at the prosperity of your Zion.— it will be seen that the Rev. Dr. Ely, who has recently re Deduct 2-5ths of these, and the population, in Federal
lege^ during the past summer, and were pleased to find all May the good Lord continue to lengthen her cords and moved to Missouri lias become a slave-holder! Will some numbers, is 48, 957 or 252 more than the required num
of the abolitionists who maintain that slave-holding is sin ber.
our impressions of its importance and excellence fully con strengthen her stakes,”—Churchman.
give us their comments on this case?—New York Observer.
firmed. 1 he natural beauty of its situation, and the ad
An emission of counterfeit half dollars has been put
vantages of its location, are such as to strike every visiter
Not long since a lady rode up to the door of my present afloat at the East. They may be known by the absence
Practical Results of a Missionary Church—In the
with admiration. I he system of instruction and discipline year 1722 a band of Christian emigrants from Moravia residence in Marion county a,id brought behind her, on of “or” between “cents” and “half a dollar.”
which prevails is of the best character, and promotive of the founded an asylum on the estate of a Lusatian nobleman, her horse, a female slave, who bore in her arms her young
Singular Interruption—Last Sunday, as Rev. Mr. Vau
happiest influence upon the minds and characters of the Count Zinzendorf. This band formed themselves into a est child. She had carried the large babe in her armHor
students. »
church, and adopted the principle that every professed many miles, seeking her husband, and then seeking ffie. ghan was publishing the banns of marriage between two
The grammar school, composed of boys preparin'? for Church of Christ was necessarily a Missionary Associa “ Pve brought a poor creature here to you,” said the lady coloured people, atthe Episcopal church in Salem Mass, the
the higher stages of education, is now taught in liFilnor tion —that the Saviour not only said “preach the Gospel to as her last resort, “that she may appeal to your compassion. banns were forbidden in a loud voice, by7 a coloured man in
Hail, a new and commodious building, in which they ap all nations”—but go anrl preach, and that as communities Her husband is a slave, and has been sold that he may be the gallery, who claimed the woman as his wife.
pear to enjoy every advantage which can he desit^q. y0 are made up of individuals, that the duty of the whole taken down the river and sold again; and if you wont help
Ship Canal.—The corps of United States Engineers who
happy is the influence exercised over them that punish Church collectively, was that of each individual, and that if him there is no help for him.”
for the last five months have been engaged in surveying
ment is rarely needed. We are happy tolearn that many of he who could not go himself could furnish “as God hath prosThe story was told. Ambrose, a stout fellow, had been several routes for a ship canal around the Falls of Niagara
the hoys in this department have manifested a desire to be spered him,” semebody else with the means of going.— transferred to a slave dealer without his knowledge, and then through this county, have at length finished the work in
saved from their sins and become thcfollowers of Christ. Amounting in numbers to less than one half of our ordin- lest he should make any resistance, was suddenly caught trusted to them. The result of their labors will be sub-[

FOREIGN.

z'hre Bays- later from Europe.—We are indebted to
Capt. Weare, of the ship Mary Howland, [says the Journal
of Commerce of this morning] for London papers to Au
gust 26th and Liverpool to the 28th, both inclusive. <
In tlie House of Lords, August 24, a clause in the
Irish, Church Bill was rejected, notwithstanding Lord
Melbourne declared that if it should be, he would not send
the Bill to the House of Commons by a vote of 138 to 41.
Majority against Ministers, 97.
London, Aug. 25—(Evening.)—The city has been free
from reports to-day respecting the Ministry and the
consequences of the threatened collision between the two
Houses of Parliament, which would appear at all events, to
be regarded with little apprehension by the fundholders.
Stock has been steady all day with some tendency towards
improvement. Consols left ofi'at 89 3-8 to 1-2 for the
account.
The intelligence of the morning lias removed all alarm
respecting the movements of the city guard at Madrid,
and has besides a salutary effect in regard to threatened in
surrection in Spain. These troops are regarded here with
contempt,
ICC it
parauiveA that ttlOItgh thev can set
convents on fire, and murder helpless monks and friars,
they are wholly destitue of that energy and power of com
bination which is to overthrow and place in danger the in
stitutions of the country. The best things are now hoped
for from the Spanish Ministry—Brooklyn Eve. Adv..
The House o! Lords, it is said, had passed in committee
the Municipal Corporations bill, with amendments, by a
large majority. Those amendments, when adopted dur
ing the time the bill was under discussion, were considered
by the ministeriolists, that is, the Reformers, as so far
changing the nature of the measure, as to render it doubt
ful whether it would be worth while to prosecute it any fur
ther.
Letters from Madrid to the 27th of August, received
in 1 aris, state that the Spanish Cabinet had unanimously
resolved to demand from France a prompt armed interven
tion, in fulfilment of the Quadruple treaty.
A letter dated Liverpool, Aug. 22, says. “The Ameri
can Minister (Mr. Barry) to the Court'of Spain, appears
to be rapidly sinking under a consumption,scarce ever quits
his bed, and coughs continually.”
Col. Fairman, Secretary of the Orange Institution, was
on the 20th ordered to be committed, to Newgate, for refus
ing to produce certain documents in his possession demand
ed by the House. The affair produced a strong sensation,
both within ana without the halls of Parliament.
Accounts from Spain speak of the spread of theAnti-Convent outrages, which extend, in many cases, not only to bur
ning of the Convents, but to the murder of more or less of
the inmates. A popular movement had taken place in
Valencia, the object of which was to compel the authori
ties to bring to trial several Carlists accused of conspira
cy in favor of Don Carlos. Nine executions had been
ordered. Among the persons thus sentenced, were gen
eral Lopez, and the Canon of Ostaza, formerly a favor
ite of Ferdinand VII__ New York Observer.
BRAZIL.

Massacre of the whites at Para, and sack of the Indians.
Captain Towne, of the brig Mercator, from Para, re
ports that the City of Para, had been entered on the 14th
August, and taken possession of by the Indians after a pro
tracted conflict of eight days, the President, having taken
no precautionary measures against this attack, which was
daily expected to take place, and of which he had been re
peatedly advised.—The foreign and native residents had
confided so much in the strength and ■wisdom of the Pro
vincial Government, and in the efficiency of the Marine
department, that they postponed embarking until absolute
ly surrounded by their enemies, not allowing themselves
time to save their valuable efiects, or even a change of their
clothing.
Our countryman, Mr. Upton, had barely time to flee .
on board, leaving his books in liis counting' room, which
were afterwards known to be thrown into the streets and
destroyed. I he Indians were seen firing from the upper
windows of the Consul’s house,at the English marines sta
tioned at Mr. Campbell’s house opposite, and the U. H.
flags torn up. It is supposed that the slaughter must have
been immense, as the motto of these people has long been
“exterminationto (he whites,” and a more complete sack of
any city, probable never took place__ AT. Y. Obs. -

rare, lie answered in these remarkable words
“Humanity and the death of my father. He Was
drowned, I was not in the way to sa^bim and I S\vqre
from that moment to devote myselfWthe reseue of all
whom 1 might behold in danger at sea.” Was ever a
more pure, a more sublime homage,offered to filial pie.
ty ?_ Knickerbocker.

SO

The following beautiful lines from the Urt number
„f the Portland M^gwine, are from the pen of Gree
vllle Mellen.
WHAT IS IT TO BE GREATn
What is it to he great ? How tain to ask.
WW. the eye fin'd on earth, while t-usy man ,
Sweeps the broad surface, mid its ocean uoue.
i,
. • v under
,„,i „ tl.e
tl-p ueep
.leeo niifht °and staud
Come
hither,
Upon this tower, when the wide city slee|W,
ukTOll tbtf *,r’
And a vast stilhie®* kr<
iere the bright band of stars
Then look above, who
ousie, and the moon j
heel the unfathoni i skv—
st a__and bear the i
when the world wa
t from tfc
Were pour'd into it* deep*.
rlti
*1
id
Thai DI yo“ w,iat j’ Grel‘
The spirit, •»*t reads it—th
That fade not, written on t
III characters ol light iiiel
And who is GarxT? Al —th
Hu •cen hut O*«. The lowly Be
Shadow’d his infant brow—the mat
Pillow'd his infant head. Yet win
Has come from palaces, and walk'd
With such a crown upon his golden
In Greatness from the glory of our
Or the einblaron'd page of heraldr
7/is Father was the God of all ill earth
Hit generation from Etcruit
Is it from Life—or life's grt deeds, that
THe propcea buikling for the
of
The heart to admiration—flayers—<>“d tears.-'
Hit was.a life devoted to tluf'world—
with funds recently obtained in England, by the Kt. nev.
A Life that battled with Eternal ZteutA.
Is it frein Glory? //<* was that ol good
Not mafshall'd by the clarion uml the trutnp,
these prisoners from many bitter reflections,and im  the life of a sailor, in which he continued, foreign
But he the silent gratitude of Earth.
ports, five years, saving all his hard earnings, and
ls.it lidSni Elotjuenoa! /Mr wondrous lips
prisonment for life, and the father of one of them occasionally transmitting relief to his honored mo
Stlrr’d the greut elements—and mount and sea
from a horrid death, 1 know you will not wonder if ther. Although he thus saved his earnings, lie
Trembled before his words—and wind and storm
I should wish to have all my young friends know states for the advantage of his brother sailors,
Sauk at that magio utterance—“Tie stilll”
He spake_ and thrones before his startling voice,
what these words are. If you are done guessing that there arc four things which he never clit .
And Kings who fill'd them, in their robes and crowns what these words are, it is time for me to tell you,
‘ I never,” says he, “suffered a drop of grog to go
Shook like an aspen in the coining storm.
that you may see whether you have guessed right down
Is it from Power? His sceptre was o’er all
hatches, blow high or blow low ; I never
or not. You might see the four words which I rolled my
And the wide world bow’d to his lilted hand.
a stinking weed like a sweet morsel under
wish you always to remember, by taking your Bi
Is it from lofty Love—that love for man
That dares the tempest of a madden’d earth—
ble, and turning to the 13th verse of the lGth my tongue; I never crossed hands with a drunk
The malediction of the human heart,
chapter
of Genesis, but I will not put you to the en landlord; and I never bore away from a poor
For which it bows it to the sepulchre?
trouble of looking after them. Here they are plac fellow whose hammock was harder than my own.
Hit was the great philanthropy of God !
The first intelligence the sailor received of home
ed in large letters before yonr eyes—Alone he trod the wine-press—and alone,
was from Tom Johnson, an old acquaintance anc
“THOU GOD SEEST ME.”
in red Gethseinane He bow’d and bled
Great drops of agony—and cleans’d the world!
Look at these words, my young friends, and an old salt, whom lie accidentally met in London.
Then go—Earth knows no greatness hut the Soul’s,never forget them. They are words of solemn Tom accosted him ;—
No greut one hut the Good; and when ye ask
“ Why, Bob,” said he; “ I’m heartily glad to
truth. God does see you, and me, and every bo
Who bore the noblest front of royalty,
And who tho noblcstjerown—1 tell you, Ila,
dy else, every where, and at all times. If we see you, my lad ; so you’ve taken leg bail of the
Whose brow was first unveil’d in Bethlehem,
keep these words constantly in mind, we shall not old folks, and turned rover, in good earnest, ey ?
And veil’d lit last in thorns, on Calvaiy!
find it so easy to sin. I have inquired of many —I told him, I hoped he did’nt think I’d left my old

description of a mound.
Iiec&ntly discovered on the banks of the Genessee river,
MrTuckcr,_ If the antiquities of the country are of jn_
erest to the agriculturist, I send you foi publication in
the Farmer, the following description’ of an ancient
m<5und, lately found on the banks of the Genessee river
in clearing the land for a crop of wheat.
The mound is about 90 feet in circumference, 30
feet'diametcr, and 8 feet in height. . It i.s in the cen.
tre of a small piece of ground of ah6ut 6 rods square,
hounded on the north by a ravine 150 deep, perpendi
cular hanks on the east by gently rising ground, on the
south by another ravine, equal to the one on the north
in depth; on the west the river banks descends precip
itously to the river about oOO feet. It is situate ngarlv
opposite the late residence of Alary Jamieson, the
“ White Woman.” The site is truly romantic, and the
prospect the most beautiful that can he imagined, com
manding anextensive view up hnd down the Genessee
river, and over the Gardow flats, with parts ofthe
towns of Castile and I erry and which would be much
increased if the woods .were more cleared away. On
making an excavation into
a ske]^o[i
discovered, with the head to the
lvmg on the
hack, theliead resting on a hat stone. tbe'av^^, .
across the breast, and the feet extending towards the
circumference of the mourn., large round stones of
from 40 to 80 lbs. weight were placed on each side ci
the skeleton and over these and the skeleton were plac
ed flat stones. The bones were in a very decayed state"
and would not preserve their form when exposed to the
air. Parts of three skeletons were discovered ia about
one eighth of the whole mound, or'the section in which
the excavation was made.
f
Over one of the skeletons was placed 26 arrow Leads
to the Giver of every good and perfect gift, for one stone knife, and a stone cleaver; also a copper
skewer of about G or 7 inches in length, about the size
my safe return, as would have melted the heart of of a pipe’s tail, flattened a little at one end, and siALf.
the most obdurate offender. It came directly ly twisted. The stone knife is of very fine hard stone"
from the heart of a truly penitent sinner, and it clouded with green, 3 or 4 inches in breadth, and
went straightway to the God of mercy.—I gazed about 7 in length, with a small hole iu the middle, and
upon my poor old father. It seemed like the mor about the thickness of a half quire of paper, sharp,
edges. The cleaver of about the same dimensions
al resurrection of one, already dead and .buried, ened
as the knife, cut off square, and several notches made
in his trespresses and sins.—I glanced rapidly on one end; a hole in the middle. This is of soft slate
about me; all was peace, all was order; where all stone. The pipe howl was made of coarse sand stone
had been strife and confusion before. The rum- about an inch square and rudely ornamented by rubbing
on the upper edge of the bowls.
jug no longer occupied its accustomed place upon notches
All the articles are of rudest workmanship. Even
the table;—the expanded volume of eternal life the arrow heads were the rudest that can be found
and seem to have been made when the skill of making
was there in its stead.
arrow heads was yet in its infancy. Large tree were
The narrative concludes;—■
standing on the mound. These relics maybe
Six years have now gone by, since a merciful found
seen at the store of D. and T. Aylsworth,on the River
God softened the subborn soil in my fathers Road, in Alt. Alorris.—New York paper.

heart. The seed did not fall altogether, as Tom
Johnson supposed, upon stony places. Some of
Wash for Fruit Trees.—A friend and patron
them have sprung up, as in our own highly-favor our paper wished us to inform him what is twe most
improved
wash for fruit trees, .mA —1 remen.
ed heritage, and borne fruit a hundred fold. Let her right there
has
improvement on Forsyth’s
us thank God, then, who hath enabled us abun  composition-” 1'he following was
«s since wcommended
by
Mr.
lien.
Wheeler,
of 1 arnwigfiam,
dantly to gather in Harvest; for peace is
Muss.
more"at our fireside; the
regamed her I “Dissolve 2 pounds of potash of the best quality, in
llie orphans have found their father.
7 quarts of water, for the bodies of trees. If the
—Landmark.
limbs are covered with moss or lice, I take a painter's

mother to shirk for herself, in her old age. “ Not
a jot,” replied the old sailor; “ Squire Seeley has
told me the whole story, and says he has put the
From the Youth’s Companion.
sweat of your brow, more than once or twice ei
ther, into the old lady’s hand«ld
FOUR. WORDS WORTH REMEMBERING.
weatner-ueaten Heart leap tor joy, to hear you
brush and apply th^ solution to the moss, &c., with
To the Headers of the Youth's Companion,
was so thoughtful a lad. I saw your mother about
care not to touch the leaves or buds. It inaybedone
MISCELLANY.
at anytime of the year when we are most at leisure.
Mydcar young friends, let inc tell you at
a year ago, and your sister Rachel.”-^-I shook old
Once iif 2 to 4 year.j is generally sufficient. I have
once why I wh ite you this letter. It is to
Tom Johnson by the hand ; I could not restain
Epitaph f.or Washington.—Dr. Reed, in describing his no general rule however, but wash them as often as
placo before your eyes, and bring to your
my feelings, for this was the first news I had visit to the tomb of Washington, has introduced the following they appear to need it, which is always when the bark
mind, four short words, which it would be
heard from home for more than five years. “Come impromptu epitaph,which shows abundantly the strong enthu is not smooth.
' '
in favor of our country’s glory which English repub
well for you always to remember.
Bob, said the old fellow, “ don’t be for opening siasm
“No person need he afraid,” Air. AV. continues, “of
licans feel, and are not ashamed to manifest even in Great this application’s injuring fruit • 1 ’ but it may heap.
I could tell you in this line what these
your scuppers and making crooked faces; though Britain itself.—Lowell Philanthropist.
plied with the
lo.iuuence. I have useditfw
words are, if 1 chose; hut will it not bo
it blows hard enough now, it may get to be calm
wasihngton,
-v years with great effect. The reason itisnot
best to wait, and try your patience a little,
The lirave, the Wise, the Good;
weather after all.”—“ How is my father doing
generally used is that it has been fashionable to dab
and let such quick thinkers as you are, ex
WASHINGTON,
now?”—I inquired.—“Why, as to that,” answer
trees with lime, clay, manure and other compositions,
Supreme in Wir, in Co.mdt and in Peace;
ercise their thoughts in guessing what is go
which take 2 or 3 years to wash off before the tree
ed Tom Johnson, “ it’s about a twelvemonth since
WASHINGTON,
ing to he told them? It seems to me so;
will look natural. When this solution of potash,if
I was there. I told the old lady I might cross
Valiant without Ambition: Discreet without Pear;
applied it lias the desired effect immediately, it L'lls
and while you arc trying to think what are
and Confident without Presumption ;
your hawse in some part of the world. She has a
the moss, and the first rain that comes washes thebark
, ’JkQSJC four wQrd^whidt it, i« my aim m wsitWASHINGTON,
rough time of it, my boy. The old man holds on
perfectly smooth, gives it a fair, natural and liealty coIn disaster Calm ; in success Moderate ; in dll Himself:
- ing this letter to make you know and re
to mischief, like a heavy Ledger?, a el«.y bottom.
lour.—N.\E. Farmer.
WASHINGTON,
member, I will go on to let you see how I
The cold-water folks began, about a year ago, to
The
Hero
the
Patriot
the
Christian;
TEMPERANCE.
Came to think of writing to you concerning,
scatter their seed in the village, in the shape of
At the Collegiate Church at Alanchester, on Sun
The Father of Nations, the Friend of Mankind,
them ns I do.
WHO,
day, the bans of marriage were published for 205
tracts, and tales, and newspapers. Some of them
SEED TIME AND HARVEST.
Last Sunday, while you perhaps were
couples, who are anxious to be united in the silken
When he had Won dll, Renounced all;
were thrown at yovr father’s door, and at the door
nt the Sunday school, I was visiting the pr The tenth number of the Temperance Tales, of old Deacon Flint, the distiller. There, as you
bonds of wedlock. This is not considered, in Man
AND SOUGHT,
chester, a large number, for sometimes the names of
In
the
Bosom
of
his
Family,
and
of
Nature,
soners here, ns they were alone in their cells. by L. M. Sargent, has appeared. It is entitled may suppose the seed fell in stony places. Your
upwards of 400 couples are read on Sunday in the
RETIREMENT
J
I went to the cell of a fine looking man, “ Seed Time and Harvest,” and like its predeces father was in a great rage, and swore he’d shoot
same Church. There are eight other churches in
And in the Hopes of Religion,
who has spent twenty-five years of his life sors we hope and doubt not it will he scattered far
y
IMMORTALITY.
Alanchester where bans are published.—Louden papr,
in prison. There is a sprinkling of grey and wide, and bring for the abundantly of the fruits the first person that left another of their rascally
hairs on his head, and his face is beginning of temperance. It is of course founded on fact. publications before his door. I’m afraid it will be
LIST OF LETTERS
A Romance op Real Life.—By Al. Carey__ On the
to show marks of old age, though he is but Indeed it is so true to the drunkard’s life, that a long while my lad, before the temperance folks 31st
of August, 1778, says Baron Grim, from whom I trans
Remaining in the Post office at Gambier Ohio,Oct.
get
the
weather
gage
of
the
rum-sellers,
and
rumlittle more than forty years old. When I many parallels can be found in every one’s expe
lated this story, at nine in the evening, a ship for Rochelle, 1st 1835 which, if not taken out before the 1st of Jan
came in front of his cell, he fixed his manly rience ofthe history of intempcrace. It is a short drinkers in our village. They had a miserable carrying a crew of eight men and two passengers, approached uary, will be sent to the General Post office as Dead
seed
time,
and
the
Devil
and
Deacon
Flint,
I
am
the head of the pier at Dieppe. The wind was so impetuous Letters.
•yeupon mc,andlookcd as if solemn thoughts and simple, but touching, narrative, and purports
afraid, will have the best of the harvest.
that a coasting pilot endeavoured in vain four times to go out,
had lately been passing through his mind. to he related by the son of a drunken father.
Hugh Brown, Philip II. Brown, Josiah P. Barber,
Soon after this, at the end of five years, the and direct its entrance into the port. Boussard, another pilot, Henry L.Bolhnan, John Bartholomew,George Crouse
He spake first. His remark was this,
The subject of the narrative, from a kind father
perceiving that the pilot of the ship made a false manoeuvre, 2 John Clegg, I.uke Douglass, Sheldon Davis,Charles
“ If 1 had remembered the words of Hagar, a tender husband, a gencrcus neighbor, a profess sailor directed his course towards home. He ar which placed it in great danger, endeavoured to guide it, by
Foot, William G. Giles, Nathan Head,W. B. HooU
it would have saved me twenty-five years ing Christian, had fallen a victim to an unrelenting rived on the shores of his native country, and with means of a speaking trumpet, and by signals; but the dark John
Locke. George Madden, Hannah McFarland,
imprisonment." The words of Hagar which and /titaJ oppefcito fxxi Strong utrinKj oml ZiclCl 'VUH- feelings nf a nainful and perplexing character, ness of the night, the roaring of the winds, the noise of the Alary A. McArter, Thomas
p 42
wi.v.,
i.„Ji
he referred to, are the very same four words verted the once happy home into an earthly hell. sought tne dwelling or ms
"
lira sea, prevented the Cap- Middleton, Rev. James McElroy, Charles I- Rhodes,
thmg, ancT
’s hearing or seeing any thing,
and the
runnin
Ninian Smith, G. B. Sturges, Thomas Ihornburg,
which it is my object in writing this letter The son was tempted by the father,s cruelties to reached the village adjoining his own, he saw at tain
a rock, was wrecked about thirty fathoms above the pien Thomas Teru.pler, Uriah Tracy, Margaret Tapping,
to have you remember. What this man desert his home, and at last the occurrence of a the door of a grocery the individual at whose shop upon
Boussard, hearing the cries of the unfortunate crew, who were
said was the truth, though not the whole dreadful but with the victim of strong drink, alas his father had purchased his ruin. Although he in the utmost danger of perishing, in spite of all tint repre. Abraham Vandeveer, Henry D. Woodworth, Robert
Walker.
truth. He might have said, had I remem too common scene, drove him to the execution of regarded him as the destroyer of his father, he sentations made to him of the impossibility of giving them Oct.
2_3t
A. CLARKE, A. P'-M
bered the words of Hagar, it would have his purpose. That scene is thus described ;—
could not repress his desire to obtain frona him assistance, resolved to make an effort to save them, and order
ed his wife and children, who endeavoured to prevent him, to
saved my fond mother unspeakable sorrow,
some
knowledge
of
his
family.
One evening, my mother and sister had been
THE OBSERVER
be carried away. He tied one end of a rope fast to a pier
while for twenty two years she knew not busily engaged, as usual, in such housewifery, as
IS PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY AT THE
ITis manners were those of a surely and dissat and girding the other round his waist, threw himself into the
where I was, and myself twenty five years might best contribute to keep our poor wreck of a isfied man. In reply to my inquries, he informed midst of the furious waves, to carry the rope to the vessel, by WESTERN PROT. EPISCOPAL PRESS,
imprisonment, which is past disgrace, and domicil together, as long as possible. I had learn me, that my parents and my sister were alive and means of which the people might be towed on shore. He
GAMBIER, OHIO.
many a heart-ache, beside future imprison ed to write a fair hand, and was engaged in copy added with a sneer, that my father had set up for a approached the ship, but was thrown back again to the shore
ment as long as I live, and perhaps the loss ing some paper for our squire, who paid me, by cold-water man; “but,” continued he, with a by the mighty force of the water. Alany times was he thus
repulsed, and rolled with violence along the shore, while he TERMS.— Two Dollars pec, annum, if paid in Ad
of my soul.. .
the sheet. It had gotteirto be nearly ten o’clock. forced and spiteful laugh, “it will take him all his was surrounded by broken relics of the ship, which was go
vance, and Two Dollars and Fify Cents, ifat t d
While thinking of the great saving,which My mother put on her spectacles, and opening days, I guess, to put off the old man; they that ing to pieces very fast. His ardor was not diminished; a wave
end of six months. ’ No subscriptions received or
the timely recollection of a few words would J the bible, began to read. Rachel and I sat by the have gotten the relish of my rum, are not so very carried him under the wreck, and he was concluded to be lost
a less term than one year. No papers discontinU’ j
cd until all arrearages are paid, except a'.the opt* j
have been to this man, the change of a few fire, listening to the words of truth and soberness, apt to change it for cold water.” Upon further when he soon appeared, bearing in his arms a sailor who had
of the publishers!
;
feet in my position, brought me before the j My poor mother had fallen upon a portion of scrip- inquiry, I ascertained, that there had been a tem been thrown from the ship; he brought him on shore mo
tionless, and almost lifeless. At length, after a great number Those who may wish to have their papers disconti® j
grated door of another man’s cell. I stated ture, which, from its applicability to her own sit- perance movement in our village ; and that the of
vain attempts, he succeeded in conveying the rope to the
ed, are requested to give notice thereof, at
to this man what a great advantage his next uation and that of her children, had affected her seed as poor Tom Johnson said, had been scatter vessel, and those of the crew who had strength enough remaithirty days previous to the expiration of tlie ter®
door neighbor had just told me it would feelings, and the tears were in her eyes, when the ed there, with an unsparing hand. I also gather ”lng, tying it round them, they were dragged on shore.__
their subscription, otherwise, i; will be consnW
have been to him had he but remembered ' loud tramp upon the door step announced the re- ed the information from this rum-seller, that the Boussard then thought he had saved every soul on board.
a new engagement.
»o lemrmul thr°nf
M 'vh'ch \ r®peated I turn ofmy falher- His whole appearance was un selectmen had refused to approbate any applicant Exhausted with fatigue, bruised and battered with the blows
to urn, a ill hen, asked how much he sup- . usually ominous of evil. My mother stirred the lor a license to sell ardent-spirit in our village • and and shocks, he had received, he reached his house with diffi *,* All communications relative to this
and then fell down in a swoon. He was just brought
be directed to the Rev. M. T. C. AVino,
bave 8aved b,m> bad he re-! fire, and I placed him a chair, which he kicked that he, himself, had thefore been obliged toquit culty,
to himself having discharged a vast quantity of sea water, and
Knox Co. GA1°
mnnt
r SaU'f Words cAfJer a mo* I over, and threw himself down upon the bed, and his old stand, and take the new one, which he was recovering his spirits,?when he was told that a groaning
LIST OF AGENTS.
was still heard on hoard the wreck. The moment lie learned
LrannJ «Se’l i'I FCp 7 Wd,S
5“?'’ rCrmem* 1 ca,,ed for 8UPPer" Mother told him, in a gentle now occupied.
Of*
this, he seemed inspired with new strength, and breakimr ‘lev JOHN L.-BRYAN,................... Windsor,
ll ancc would have saved my father from a manner, that there was nothing in the house but
Col.
HUBBAR
D,
..............
^^jlcdinaCo,
He turned from the dram-seller, and proceeded away from those who were about him, ran to the shore, go't Rev. ALVA SAN IT) Kl),............. Medic
fromkihf ^11atb’andmc? narrow ^cape j some bread. He told her she lied, and swore tnColumbus,
Rev ,WM. PRESTON, .................
from the gallows and imprisonment tor life.’ ribly. She sat silently by the fire -—I looked un to the old cottage, which he reached late in the gers who fromT f°/tUna^ C1n0U8h t0 saveone of thc Passen Rev.
Newark.
«
G. DENISON,.........................
gers, who, from weakness, had not been able to avail himself
Steubenville,
<<
Knowing, as I did, the history of tins young in her face ;-She wept, hut said nothing. ‘‘Don’t evening.
GEORGE
BEATTY,
.....................
of the assistance given to his companions. Of ten men who D. H. BUELL.................................... Marietta,
<>
A
light
was
still
gleaming
forth
from
the
window.
mans doings, I understood very well the i cry so, dear mother,” said Rachel.—“ Wife”
u
-id been in the ship, only two perished, and their bodies were JOSIAH BARBER......................... Cleaveland,
AVindsor,
/{<
SYLVESTER T. ALDERMAN,
'Sf F1P y‘ About tw.° years , sa>d my father, sitting upon the edge of the bed I drew slowly and silently near to the door__ I ere ound the next day. On this occasion,7 the folllowin
Wooster,"
«
IWlilUDlllU J. AV. SCHUCKE1IS......................
letter
was
written
by
Al.
Necker
'
~
loinowin
nee this man took a gun at evening twi- ,«whcn will you lea^e off crying?”2Vhene^ thought I heard a voice. I listened attentively.
Dayton,
.
'*
to Boussard, agreeably to DORSON EDAY AB DS,............... . Springfield,Clark
Co. (1
It was my father’s—My mother appeared not the order of Louis XVI.
Rev. ALEX’Pq VARIAN,............
hfs fXJr 1 ’l
7g 3 w,ndow-.and fjhot yo« leave off drinking, husband,’’"replied my mo" Troy, Miami Cf „
‘Brave man!
Dr. ASA
DI AN,......
::: drcievin®.
«
bv tbp f1 dCa?’ 8 ,G Wan P,,ttlng 'u a c.bair Ither ,n the kindest manner. My father sprung up to reply; such was her constant habit, whenever,
J. £. DAVENPORT,
Cincinnati.<
Rev. b. j. maight...............
wns anv Inw .I,nCVCF C°U < C“Fn that there : in a hurricane of wrath, and with a dreadful oatlf under the influence of liquor, he gave a loose rein
Chillicoth%,
Rev. E. W PBET
i palls,
~ '’I
1** •reason
vtievii except a bad heart, | hurled a chair at my mother’s head. I sprang o Ins tongue, and indulged in unkind and abusive
Cuyaboff3 r
Rowland clap;'::.:::::::....
1 cual
(j'rbana,
WILLIAM HUNT.....................
for hiS doing this dreadful deed. He was forward, and received its *' " "
-qi.idlcbury,
anguage—I drew still nearer—and, passing softJOHN HANFORD,..................
livers,
and
g,.
es
a
„
annuity
behde,
three
’
hundred
P*""
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Delaware,
trie , and condemned to be hung. This shoulder. Rachel and my i____________
Rev. J. McELROY........................
y ill o le entry, I listened more attentively at
Marion.
D’ T. FULLER, Esq...................
ganesviUc,
sen cnce wns afterwards changed into im bor s house, and my father struck me several blows the inner door._Can it be possible! thought I.
C. AV. A DAMP
prisonment
for
° ■
l
*
- ImIkj meaning
ofl .the
e was engaged in prayer? in fervent and pious S?K,„S. „ho
with his feet and fists; and, as I made my escape
man s answer was thl._ i ■ ■
°
,
t. ofe ilinear
» —~hada. be remember
 I left him dashing the furniture, to pieces, with t>heyrest^rHr Prayed> witb a tumbling voiqe, for
Hev. ERASTU.S BURR
ed the words
ii
The courageous pilot received this letter and
, Joseph bassutt .
bavn
.i n and
’ be wouldr never the fury of a madman—I rushed forth to seek oauseS °Frnm\i° an absent s?n ’—There was
...... Piqua.
.,
Rev. A. GUION ................... .....
nave Vilio.i
killed Ins ifather,
Pottsmoutli,
a
which
accompanied
it,
with
the
utmost
grat
ludJ
rC
,
Ward
Rev. j. t. eatdn
1* 1 • m lJ1e Fnovement within it was evident pressing surprise, that his action of the 3k A^’
would h.ve avoided the scotch."',shelter amid the driving storm—from the tempest tho
CX
*
BENJAMIN
JOHNS
.....
hey bad risen from their knees.-I gently raised have made so much noise, since he had shown 4,UgUst sh°uld william a Kurd;.::;:
and imprisonment for life. It
’ of a drunken father’s wrath. I went, as speedily
3 \’ian<i °PiGnC(1 the door.—The father, the on many other occasions, without eJe Skin? T™ 2631 DCV‘ 5EXTETl J’GTTER,. ........ Lexington, Mthese two prisoners told me as has As?1 as possible, to the squire s house, and begged him
........ Wheeling. '»> c
at.___navi™
•
,l.; "joking
•irmJnf
’ W )Fotbcr’
sister were locked in the ward
warn or
or receiving
receiving nmr
any. After
, ,
s of
or any
any rere- Rev. Wm. ARI.stbonc
. AVasnmgton, i • .
been related, that put me in mindof wriM to take compassion on my poor mother and sister,
new,clothes for his wife and chiWenV thing^which he'Td
........ An„ Arbour
fpli
°
ne
anotber
*
—
My
regenerated
old
father
JJev. J. p. BAU.SMAN...
tins letter to you. If it be true, as I be •hs^^ing received the neighbor’s promise that he fell once more upon his kneges: we al,
rarely been able to do before be
i
- .
Monroe,
ta
Rev. JOHN O’BRIEN,......
liive it is, tha’t fsimpljr the remembrlnec' ofl
a
rni<g°.,
t0
his
.
f
.
at,
.
ier
’
,
8
cotta
g<b
and
after
passing
d»t to go to p„i,, a,„, tu,',!M NaE’S” °f “’•T"'""- C.C. TROWBRIDGE, Esq
Detroit,
.A
'f ’
his
example;
and
before
Tecumseh,
four short words would have saved both happy
pOSsi- Rev. N. . .....................
Philadelphia, Ten ■
TIn ^\C/aF,ner ? barn> thft un had pa,Sed from oneI lo\n Jk'4 ?f CODkraT1’tioP ble, the young King who loved brave men
Rev,
AVM
SUDDARDS,
reward them.” He went to Paris in the ’ u d flighted to R. M. AVHITE,......................
New York.
.
H J son fiwd to a neighboring city, and entered .uchPa looehing
.... .’ordsvillo, New-Yor^i.
he haff formeriy bought for his wedding
So' § “"“s W’lich ROB^K/NI’S’..................... C'rawt
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men, who have often done wickedly, and have ne
ver heard one say, that he ever did a had deed
when thoughts of God was in his mind. Not long
ago a prisoner told me that lie once formed a plan
to steal. At tho n.oiuent when lw was .about to
reach forth his hand, and take the article, the
thought came into his mind, that God saw lnm. —
He could not steal, lie left the article which he
coveted, untouched, and went awav sorrowful.
And here let me affectionately charge and con
jure you,my dear young friends,whenever a wrong
thought comes into your minds, or a wrong feel
ing springs up in your hearts—or when at any time
you may be tempted to neglect any duty—speak a
wrong word, or do a wrong act—banish such
thoughts and feelings—and resist such temptations
by revolving in your minds these four short words
of Hager—“Thou God seest me.''—I am, sincerely
your friend,
G. IUrhett,
Chaplain of Conn. State Prison.

asked him what could have inspired him’ whhTn ?? ha.vi,1g

t>v....................

......... ITovidcnce. Kl.
Li.

111 an intrepidity ^wjhVkis».................... Boston, Haw.

